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F O R M AT I O N :  4 - 3 - 3

Rhyspect FC, managed by TMS, plays a 4-3-3 formation. This 
involves…

1 Goalkeeper
4 Defenders – Right-Back, Left-Back, 2x Centre-Backs
3 Central Midfielders – 1 Defensive, 1 Box to Box, 1 Creative
3 Attackers – Ring Wing, Left Wing, Centre Forward (Striker)

Within our game model, the formation is only a starting 
point, a reference, and a manner in which players 
understand the relative position they are to adopt over the 
course of the game. 

The formation will take on many different shapes depending 
on the phase of the game, including…. 

- Defensive Phase (Low-Block, Mid-Block, High-Block) 
- Attacking Phase (First Third, Middle Third, Attacking Third)
- Set-Pieces

These are explored in the following sections…
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S E T - P I E C E S :  AT TA C K I N G  C O R N E R S

When attacking corner kicks, Rhyspect FC attacks with the 
tallest, most aggressive players all in box. Two shorter players 
remain back to defend against counter-attacks, as goalkeeper 
is also high and prepared to sweep. Best crosser of ball 
should be taking free kick, ideally left foot on right-side and 
right-foot on left-side.

Important principles:
- Most aggressive players start at edge of eighteen and move 
into space when corner kick taker lowers hand.
- 1 CB and CF block as other CB frees self up for header.
- 1 player to head on accidental or intentional near-post 
delivery and one player at back-post to receive.
- 1 player on goalkeeper to disrupt their progress and focus.
- Creative freedom given to players in training, with players 
able to help in development of attacking set-piece strategies. 
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S T Y L E  O F  P L AY

Rhyspect FC plays quick, heavy metal football. Everything is 
based around the four elements of the game (ball, 
opposition, space and teammates), with players making 
decisions according to what they perceive a correct action to 
take in the moment based on these four elements, and our 
game model. 

Our style of play involves different facets based on the five 
moments of the game (defensive phase, attacking phase, 
attacking transitions, defensive transitions, set-pieces). 

These are explored in the following sections, except for set-
pieces (see previous slides).
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I M P O R TA N T  P L AY E R  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S

Rhyspect FC, managed by TMS, plays a 4-3-3 formation involving quick, heavy metal 
football. Everything is based around the four elements of the game (ball, opposition, 
space and teammates), with players making decisions according to what they 
perceive a correct action to take in the moment based on these four elements, and 
our game model. Each individual position may require different characteristics. 
However, the following are characteristics in which each player should possess. 

-> Good in possession (short and long passes, one-touch passing, quick decisions)
-> High footballing intelligence (for quicker/more accurate decision making, 
understanding of role, understanding of position).
-> 1v1 superiority (for winning 1v1 duels such as dribbling, defending, and aerially)
-> Leadership & communication (to help and encourage others, to lead by example 
and through voice, to help support coaching staff in learning process).  
-> High speed of play (for quick decision making, and running speed both in and out 
of possession such as pressing, counter-pressing, and counter-attacking).
-> High endurance (to meet demands of the game and play full 90 minutes) 
-> Positive attitude & growth mindset (to not let losses deter form, belief that team 
will win and that the process will lead to results). 
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